In order to gain reliable thermal diffusion measurements, which enable a microscopic interpretation of this effect, we have studied the hydrodynamical stability of a confined ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) mixture submitted to both temperature and concentration gradients. A comparison with Rayleigh-Bénard experiments in binary mixtures has been undertaken that emphasizes the influence of the confinement. This study has permitted one to carry out interdiffusion and Soret coefficient measurements of the liquid, free from any convective disturbance. Opposite to initial predictions, the Soret coefficient appears to be largely negative and these results weaken some assumptions about the origin of the sign inversion of the effect, which is still questionable.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal diffusion in liquids ͑a diffusion of matter caused by a temperature gradient͒, the so-called Soret effect, has aroused considerable interest for several years, due to the progress of the molecular dynamics simulations, which now partially recover experimental results ͓1͔, to the appearance of new measurement techniques, such as thermal diffusion forced Rayleigh scattering ͓2͔ or fiber-optic spectroscopy ͓3͔, and to the richness of the hydrodynamical behavior of this nonequilibrium pattern forming system, deriving from the interplay between heat and mass transport ͓4͔.
Nevertheless, experimental determination of the Soret coefficient S T of liquids faces many difficulties, stemming from the facility with which convection arises in such systems. Though appreciable advances in our understanding of this nonlinearly behaving system allow the use of stability criteria for pure Soret effect experiments, reproducibility of the thermal diffusion coefficient measurement of one system with various experimental techniques is still difficult to gain. This problem is illustrated by the experimental review of and by the recent discussion about the ethanol-water and n-hexane-toluene mixtures ͓6-9͔ and confirmed by the computations of Van Vechten and Franck ͓10͔ in the case of convection induced by small horizontal temperature gradients in inhomogeneous binary mixtures. So, except for experiments performed in microgravity conditions ͓11͔, we think that no reliable measurement of Soret effect may be carried out without the two following conditions being fulfilled:
͑1͒ The hydrodynamical stability diagram of the liquid mixture must be precisely known in order to avoid any departure from the diffusive state.
͑2͒ A continuous control of the hydrodynamical stability must be performed during the Soret measurement in order to prevent any local emergence of nondiffusive motion in the fluid.
In this paper, we shall demonstrate that the use of a convenient technique and the choice of a relevant liquid system makes pure Soret effect measurements possible, free from any convective disturbance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The scientific goals and technical solutions are developed in Sec. II. The experimental device and procedure are described in Sec. III. Section IV concerns the hydrodynamical study of the system. Section V contains the transport measurement results and a discussion and Sec. VI is a conclusion.
II. THERMAL DIFFUSION AND CONVECTION MEASUREMENTS IN "LiCl, RH 2 O… BY HOLOINTERFEROMETRY
The first problem is the selection of the measurement and observation technique. Laser velocimetry enables threshold determination ͓12͔, whereas Rayleigh interferometry permits Soret coefficient measurement ͓13͔. But none of these optical methods, given as examples, permits one to perform both studies during the same experiment and check the homogeneity of the two phenomena ͑diffusion and convection͒ in the whole working cell. In comparison, holographic interferometry is a powerful optical technique that gives one the opportunity to probe temperature and concentration in the fluid and perform in the same time a continuous and overall visualization of the flow regime of the fluid. This observation of the macroscopic behavior of the liquid permits one to readily identify the instability thresholds and convection regimes. Therefore we intend to investigate the stability diagram in order to highlight the influence of the concentration gradient and determine the conditions for which Soret experiments are not disturbed by the rise of convection. In order to increase the critical temperature difference and therefore the strength of the effect, we have chosen a confined geometry. Consequently we are working in the little-known low aspect ratio domain ͑height:width: length ratio 3:1:1͒, unlike the major part of the existing studies, which concern the Rayleigh-Bénard ͑RB͒ geometry ͑only vertical confinement͒ ͓4͔. Hence we will point out the influence of the confinement on the marginal stability curves and on the convection patterns.
The second problem lies in the choice of a relevant diffusing system. For any class of liquid, no coherent model of the thermal diffusion exists yet ͓14͔. So unlike most of the authors, we have chosen a concentrated aqueous electrolyte ͑LiCl, RH 2 O), which brings two advantages. First, numerous measurements of the structure and transport properties of this system at high concentration (RϽ12) are available ͑see, for example, Refs. ͓15,16͔͒, whereas the knowledge of its structure is poor at higher dilution. These data will guide a further interpretation of the evolution of the phenomenon with temperature or concentration, which can be regarded as a consequence of the changes in Li ϩ and Cl Ϫ hydration spheres. Secondly, this system exhibits a structural relaxation that leads to a drastic increase of the viscosity with decreasing temperature. This ensures hydrodynamical stability for high temperature differences ͑up to 20°C), yielding significative enrichments. Furthermore, most of the Soret coefficient determinations for aqueous systems deal with low concentrations and temperatures close to ambient ͓3͔, which are very peculiar conditions ͑large hydration of the solute, small range of thermal energy͒. The understanding of the phenomenon needs the enhancement of the range of experimental values. Hence, our apparatus permits one to cover the low temperatures domain.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE

A. Apparatus
͑LiCl, H 2 O) salt is dried several days at 110°C then mixed with deionized water. This solution is confined by a rectangular cell of interior dimensions 30 mm ͑diffusion height͒ϫ10 mm ͑optical path length͒ϫ10 mm. The cell is an open parallelepiped made of fused silica with its ends cemented by two unexpandable metal pieces ͑invar͒. It is inserted in the cryostatic device shown in Fig. 1 . At the top and bottom of the measurement cell, the cold source is a liquid air circulation regulated by an air compressor, and the heat source is a heating electrical wire controlled by a regulator. The temperature ranges from Ϫ100 to 40°C and the temperature difference between top and bottom from 0 to 40°C. The temperature stability ͑during several weeks͒ as well as the measurement accuracy are 0.1°C. Thermal exchange, air convection, and moisture condensation are minimized by setting the apparatus in a vacuum chamber, which is integrated in the real-time holographic interferometry device.
This device is designed as follows ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The beam of an argon laser is split into a reference beam and an object beam by a 50/50 beam splitter. The two beams cross a GlanTaylor prism ͑vertically polarizing͒ and a half-wave plate, which gives the opportunity to control their intensity by modifying the polarization direction of the plate. They are both expanded and collimated by a microscope objectivespatial filter-convergent lens set. A parallel plate installed on a rotating mount is inserted between the spatial filter and the convergent lens of the reference beam, which allows us to get rid of parasitic fringes on the initial interferogram. The two beams interfere on the holographic plate, their polarization vectors being parallel and collinear to the plate. The entire setup is enclosed in a plexiglass cover, which permits one to avoid thermal perturbations, and located on a vibrationproof structure ͓17͔.
The main interest of holography is the possibility of recording phase objects. The intensity of the interference pattern of the object and reference beams is linked to the phase of the object beam. In this way, the 3D state of the system at time tϭ0 is recorded on the reference hologram. So our device amounts to a classical interferometer, provided we consider that the reference system is registered on the reference hologram instead of physically existing. In other words, it deals with objects separated in time instead of objects separated in space, which is much more interesting for diffusion studies. The interferograms are visualized and recorded by the use of a video system ͓charge-coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera, microcomputer, monitor, printer, videotape recorder͔.
So temperature and concentration variations of the fluid, inducing refraction index modifications, are visualized through interference fringes. Lighting durations are limited to a few seconds, thus preventing any local heating of the liquid.
FIG. 1. Experimental cell: ͑1͒:
Liquid air circulation; ͑2͒ and ͑6͒: Pt100 probes for high and low regulation temperatures; ͑3͒ and ͑5͒: Pt100 probes for high and low measurement temperatures; ͑7͒ and ͑12͒: high and low heating electrical wires; ͑8͒ and ͑11͒: inner and outer copper heat shields; ͑9͒: measurement cell; ͑4͒ and ͑10͒: optical windows. 
B. Procedure
The characteristic time of the thermal diffusion is bound to the strength of the interdiffusion ͑interdiffusion coefficient D) and to the diffusion length h ͓18͔:
Similarly, the temperature relaxation time is driven through the same relation by the thermal diffusivity D T . The ratio LeϭD/D T ͑Lewis number͒ is always small in liquids, particularly in our system where Dϭ7.7ϫ10 Ϫ10 m 2 s Ϫ1 and D T ϭ1.4ϫ10 Ϫ7 m 2 s Ϫ1 , which lead to Leϭ5.5ϫ10 Ϫ3 at 0°C. Thanks to this time scale difference, the distinction between thermal and solutal fringes is possible. Once the vertical temperature gradient is settled, the number of appearing fringes is driven by the transient regime of temperature and reaches a steady state in less than half an hour. Subsequently, the first of the concentration fringes appears only after about half a day, achieving the Soret steady state in one to four weeks. This opportunity to distinguish temperature and concentration effects enables us to perform the following procedure:
͑1͒ In the homogeneous mixture, the convection threshold and regime are explored after the recording of a reference hologram at ⌬Tϭ0 by progressively increasing ⌬T, keeping the upper end of the cell at constant temperature and increasing the temperature of the lower end. Because the hydrodynamical study lasts a few hours, we can regard the mixture as remaining homogeneous.
͑2͒ We then choose and keep a constant ⌬T for which we have the insurance the liquid is at rest. After making a new reference hologram, we follow the evolution of concentration fringes due to the thermal diffusion.
͑3͒ Once the steady state is nearly attained, a new reference hologram is recorded and a new hydrodynamical study is performed in the same way as in the first phase. Considering that the ⌬c stemming from the diffusion remains constant during this study, we can thereby investigate the influence of this solutal inhomogeneity on the convection thresholds and patterns.
This procedure permits one to perform the physical and dynamical measurements under the same experimental conditions, which is otherwise never the case.
C. Data analysis
The recording of the interfringe number N(t) during the diffusion ͑after the second reference hologram͒ yields the evolution of the weight concentration difference between the hot and cold walls:
where is the laser wavelength (ϭ514 nm), e the cell optical path length, and ‫ץ‬n/‫ץ‬c the weight concentration derivative of the refraction index. Figure 3 shows an example of the evolution of the concentration interference fringes as a function of time during the thermal diffusion and Fig. 4 are computed, c being the initial weight concentration of the solute. The sign of S T is determined by considering the respective influence of the increase in ⌬T and ⌬c on the optical and mechanical behavior of the liquid. If both increases have similar effects on the system -appearing or destroying of fringes from the optical standpoint, stabilization or unstabilization from the mechanical standpoint -it can be assessed that the denser component migrates towards the cold wall, which corresponds to S T Ͼ0. In the opposite case, S T Ͻ0.
The stability of the system is evaluated by the dimensionless temperature difference ⌬T -thermal Rayleigh number Ra t -and the dimensionless concentration difference ⌬c -solute Rayleigh number Ra s -defined by
Here, ␣ and ␤ are the dependence coefficients of the density on temperature and concentration, g is the acceleration due   FIG. 3 . Evolution of the concentration fringes during a thermal diffusion experiment in a ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) mixture for T cold ϭ Ϫ26.5°C and ⌬Tϭ6.0°C from tϭ0 to tϭ202 h.
FIG. 4. Concentration difference of
LiCl between the hot and cold walls as a function of time for the experiment of Fig. 3. to gravity, h the diffusion length ͑height of the cell͒ and the kinematic viscosity. Conventionally, Ra t is positive when heating from below and Ra s is positive when the denser component migrates downwards.
IV. HYDRODYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR OF A CONFINED INHOMOGENEOUS BINARY MIXTURE
In our experimental conditions, unlike in the major part of Soret convection studies, we consider that ⌬T variations do not affect the cell concentration, due to the difference in their time constants. Therefore the stability diagram is drawn in the (Ra s ,Ra t ) plane. Since the system has revealed itself as exhibiting a negative Soret coefficient ͑see below͒, we have investigated the (Ra s Ͼ0, Ra t Ͼ0) quadrant of the diagram, i.e., heating from below, which provides the most stabilizing and fascinating configuration: the marginal stability curve of the first unstable mode in ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) is displayed in Fig.  5 . The boundary conditions for the ends ͑invar pieces͒ are rigid, conducting, and impermeable and the lateral walls ͑fused silica cell͒ are conducting compared to the fluid.
The homogeneous mixture behaves like a pure liquid and the first bifurcation leads to a steady convection regime. In our 3:1:1 geometry, it consists of a single roll, the axis of which is randomly ͑due to the square section͒ parallel or perpendicular to the interferogram plane ͑cf. Fig. 6͒ .
As soon as a concentration difference appears in the fluid (Ra s Ͼ0, the salt concentrating in the lower part of the cell͒, the fluid undergoes a Hopf bifurcation as its first instability threshold. Hence oscillations set in, which consist here in a roll, the direction of which periodically changes as shown in Fig. 7 .
Very few experimental studies of confined situations have been performed so far. A comparison with the well-studied semi-infinite case -where the oscillatory convective regime leads to the amazing pattern of traveling waves ͓4͔-emphasizes the analogy between the two geometries. However, several features differentiate our configuration from the RB case.
First, the restricted geometry tends to stabilize the liquid with impeding the emergence of motion. The critical Ra t are therefore high compared to the 1708 of the semi-infinite pure fluid case.
Secondly, we have not been able to overturn the periodical behavior of the convection even after increasing Ra t up to 1.5 Ra t crit , whereas this oscillatory state is always followed by a steady bifurcation in the experimental conditions of standard experiments. This lack of steady overturning convection can be attributed to three factors. First, according to the computations of Barten et al. ͓19͔ , the small value of the Lewis number could account for a large oscillatory domain, delaying the second transition to large Ra t . Then, the greatness of the Ra s values also supports this lack ͑see, for instance, ͓20͔͒. Finally, unlike Moses and Steinberg in a Ra s Ͻ0 case ͓21͔ and like Liu and de Bruyn in a Ra s Ͼ0 case ͓22͔, we think that the trend of the confinement is to reinforce the stability of the oscillatory state. But further experiments are needed to distinguish the respective influence of each factor.
Thirdly, like Liu and de Bruyn ͓22͔, we find that the restricted environment enhances the influence of the concentration. Unlike the semi-infinite case, where the oscillatory threshold is very insensitive to the magnitude of the solutal inhomogeneity, the slope of Ra t crit against Ra s is very large in our case.
What is still difficult to state is the criticality of the phenomenon. In the extended geometry, the larger Ra s , the more undercritical the bifurcation is ͓4͔. We experience a gap in the amplitude of the isotherms distortion at onset, and the oscillations are reached via a hysteretic transition. But 6 . Evolution of the isotherm's morphology with ⌬T in homogeneous ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) for a 3:1:1 geometry: stationary convection (T cold ϭϪ38.5°C, ⌬cϭ0, and ⌬Tϭ0.0°C→9.7→15.5).
FIG. 7. Evolution of the isotherm's morphology with ⌬T in inhomogeneous ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) for a 3:1:1 geometry: oscillatory convection, the roll changes direction with a period tϭ72 s (T cold ϭϪ38.5°C, ⌬cϭ0.32 wt % and ⌬Tϭ0.0°C→25.1→31.0). these facts can be accounted for by the undercriticality of the phenomenon as much as by experimental inertia.
Finally, in the Rayleigh-Bénard experiments, the evolution of the frequency of the marginal oscillations f can be theoretically predicted, using a linear stability analysis with the unrealistic conditions of free boundaries, as following a ͱRa s ϪRa t law ͓23͔. The very low value of our Lewis number implies that Ra t is very small compared to Ra s . Keeping this in mind, we have made the following acknowledgments: near onset, f is independant of Ra t and f 2 at onset is a linear function of Ra s as plotted in Fig. 8 . So, despite the crude approximation of the model, the trend of the theoretical relation is still valid in a confined geometry.
Once the discovery of the hydrodynamical behavior of the liquid mixture in our experimental conditions is achieved, we can be confident in our transport measurements. Provided the overall stability of the liquid is controlled during the entire thermal diffusion ͑to detect eventual local motions͒, choosing a ⌬T value in the diffusive domain will keep us from meeting the cumbersome effect of convection.
V. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF "LiCl, 9.7H 2 O…
We have investigated the interdiffusion and Soret coefficients variations with temperature for a ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) mixture.
In spite of the abundant literature concerning self-and interdiffusion of aqueous lithium chloride, no measurements at low temperature exist yet. So Soret experiments reveal themselves to be an original method for measuring other solutal transport coefficients. Figure 9 displays, on an Arrhenian plot, our interdiffusion coefficient values as well as the literature ones for the same concentration around room temperature ͓24͔. ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) being a fragile glass, according to Angell's classification ͓25͔, its structural relaxation cannot be described by a single thermally activated process ͑of activation energy ⌬E D ). So we can verify that the evolution of D with T does not follow an Arrhenius law
when approaching the liquidus temperature.
The Stokes-Einstein law
is based on a hydrodynamical model of diffusion, which considers ions as spheres of radius r migrating in a continuous medium characterized by its viscosity . In concentrated mixtures, the prefactor A, related to geometric considerations, is not precisely known owing to the ion-ion interactions. So we have calculated A from a fit of the literature results and we can check in Fig. 10 the agreement of our low temperature values with the ambient temperature ones. The Soret coefficient of ͑LiCl, 9.7H 2 O) as a function of temperature is displayed in Fig. 11 . Always negative, it exhibits a slow increase in temperature. In the literature, the only Soret effect experiments as a function of the temperature of this system are Wood and Hawksworth's conductimetric measurements ͑0.01 mol/l, i.e., Rϭ5550) ͓26͔ and Alexander's thermogravitational column results ͑0.05 mol/l, i.e., Rϭ1110) ͓27͔: S T also shows a gentle rise, changing sign from negative to positive as shown in Fig. 11 . Two inferences may be drawn from these experiments:
͑1͒ The intensity of the thermal diffusion grows when the concentration is enhanced. Increasing the concentration leads at a microscopic scale to a decay of the volume of influence of each ion on water, being reduced at Rϭ6 to one hydration sphere ͓16͔. In dilute salt solutions, the tetrahedral structure of water prevails, because the abundance of free water ͑not bound to ions͒ enables a high number of H bonds per water molecules. In concentrated salt solutions, this glasslike structure has nearly disappeared because all the water molecules are polarized by the Coulombic atmosphere of the ions and adopt its spherical organization. At first glance, the ionic organization is more favorable to demixion in the system. ͑2͒ Lin attempts to explain this Soret coefficient sign inversion by considering the change of sign of ‫)‪T‬ץ/ץ(‬ P,c in such solutions ͓14͔, the density exhibiting a maximum in this temperature range (4°C for pure water͒. Indeed, during the diffusion, a moving particle causes a local rise of pressure ahead, leading to an increase of the density. Depending on the sign of ‫)‪T‬ץ/ץ(‬ P,c , it gives rise to a decrease or an increase of the temperature, provoking a migration of the particule toward the hot or cold wall. But we know that the temperature of the maximum of the density decays with increasing concentration, in a parallel way with the liquidus, following the law ͓28͔ T m ͑ X ͒ϭ ͩ 1.0147Ϫ2.67ϫ10
with Xϭx/(1Ϫ6x), x molar fraction of LiCl, and T l temperature of the liquidus, as displayed in Fig. 12 . So our measurements are inconsistent with Lin's prediction because S T of the Rϭ9.7 mixture is far from exhibiting a sign inversion at T m ϭϪ38°C. So we can assume that temperature changes due to compression-expansion are not the only contribution to the Soret effect, especially for high concentrations.
These two assumptions need further experiments with different concentration and temperature ranges in order to find all the significant mechanisms contributing to the Soret effect.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have presented a study that combines an original experimental technique -holographic interferometry -and a little-studied system -concentrated aqueous LiCl. It permits one on one hand to fully investigate the hydrodynamical behavior of the confined mixture. We have compared our stability diagram and convective patterns with the Rayleigh-Bénard geometry. Agreement is good but some questions still have to be clarified such as the lack of steady overturning convection and the criticality of the bifurcation. On the other hand, this dynamical study has enabled us to measure a pure Soret effect, free from any convective disturbance. Comparison with literature results in other conditions has led to contradict a possible explanation of the evolution of the Soret coefficient with temperature. But more experiments are needed to highlight the effect of ionic and molecular structure on this transport property. 
